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In [l] Carter showed the existence within a finite solvable group of

a conjugate class of nilpotent self normalizing subgroups. In [2]

Gaschütz defined Carter's work in the more general setting of forma-

tion theory. In [l] Carter showed that his groups satisfy a cover and

avoidance property with respect to suitable factors of G. This note

will extend this result within the framework of formation theory.

All groups considered will be finite and solvable. All definitions

appear in [l] or [2] and all notations will be standard save where

explicit definitions are given, g will be a formation whose ^-groups

may or may not exist. G(5) will be the unique normal subgroup of G

minimal with respect to the property that G/G(%)E%-

Definition. If M<G, a series <l) = G0<Gi< • • • <\Gn = G is

called an M-series of G if G, is normalized by M and G,/G<_i is a non-

trivial irreducible M-factor.

Theorem 1. If F is an %-group of G and {G¿}, 0 ̂  i g « is any F

series of G then F covers G,/G,_i if and only if FG./G.-iEr?.

Proof. Suppose FGi/G t-iE% and F avoids G,/G,_i. Since

(Fr\Gi)Gi-i*>Gi-i we have FnG,<G,_i and Fi\Gt-F(~\Gi-i. On the
other hand since F is an ^-group, F<FG,- and FG./G.-iEOi we get

FGi-i = FGi. Since G¿_i is proper in G, we get a contradiction to

FHG< = Fr\Gi-!. Suppose FG¿/G<_iíg and F covers G,/G¿_i. We
have FG, = FG,_i. Thus FGi/Gi-i^FGi/Gi-i^F/FnGt-iEft- This is
a contradiction.

What is more interesting is that this cover avoidance property

actually characterizes the ^-groups of G.

Theorem 2.1 If G is finite solvable and {G<] is an M-series of G such

that M covers G,/G¿_i if and only if Jl7G¿/G¿_iE 3 then M is an %-group

ofG.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on (G: M) \ G\. If (G: M) \ G\
— \ then there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume (G: M)\ G\

>1. If M = G then by hypothesis M covers all factors and thus

MGi/Go = GE%- Thus M is an g-group of G. If M^G then M does
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1 The author wishes to thank Dr. Dieter Blessenohl (Kiel) for supplying the

proof of Theorem 2. His proof replaced a considerably longer proof of the author.
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not cover all the factors of the series } G<}. Choose t maximal so that

M does not cover Gt/Gt-i. Then it follows that G = MGt, G^G,

Gt-i<G, G/GtQ% and G/CViGS- In particular MGt-i<G. It is easy
to see that {A¿} where ki = Gi(~\MGt-i forms an M-series of MGt-i

satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. Also the homomorphic

¡mages of {d} show that MGt-i/Gt-i satisfies the hypotheses of the

theorem in G/Gt-i- If |c7i-i| >1 then induction on M in MGt-i and

MGt-i/Gt-i in G/Gt-i yields that M is an g-group in MGt-i and

MGt-i/Gt-i is an g-group in G/Gt-i. By [2, Lemma 2.3], it follows

that Mis an g-group of G. Thus | G(_i| = 1 and Gt is a minimal normal

subgroup of G. It follows that M is maximal in G and M(~\Gi = (Í).

Thus since G/dQ% and GG5 we have that Cu is precisely G(%). It

follows that M is an g-group of G.

To bring Carter's cover avoidance property under our theorem we

prove

Theorem 3. Suppose M<G and M is nilpotent. Let H/K be an

irreducible M-factor of G. Then MH/K is nilpotent if and only if H/K
is M-central.

Proof. If MH/K is nilpotent since H/K is minimal normal in

MH/K we have that H/K<Z(MH/K). Thus [M, H] <K or H/K is
M-central. If H/K is M-central then MH/K is the product of two

normal nilpotent groups MK/K and H/K. Thus MH/K is nilpotent.
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